FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

NEW TACLOC LASER-READY
AUTOLOCKING HOLSTERS: VIRIDIAN
PERFORMANCE, LOCKED IN.
Minneapolis, MN—06/09/11 With green laser sights 50 times
brighter than ordinary red types, Viridian has a well-deserved
rep for performance. Now Viridian delivers another
advantage: auto-locking holsters that optimize laserequipped pistols through better holster fit, improved security
and faster draw.
The new TacLoc Laser-Ready Autolocking holster line
features Kydex tactical construction, specifically designed to
fit Viridian-equipped pistols. An integrated auto-lock system
secures the weapon when it’s holstered, and instantly
releases the weapon at the start of the draw – no searching
for the latch, no strap to remove, no hood to release. Latch
release pressure is engineered for maximum draw speed,
and the index finger is instantly positioned to activate the
Viridian laser/light and identify the threat.
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PERFECT FOR PROFESSIONALS.
Duty-ready TacLoc holsters are designed for performance
and comfort in the mid-ride position professionals prefer.
Current and future models fit popular Glock, Springfield XD/
XDm, and M&P full-size and compact pistols equipped with
Viridian X5L and C5 Series laser sights.
For C5 Series owners, current TacLoc holsters fit Springfield
XD/XDm, soon followed with holsters to fit all Smith &
Wesson M&P‘s and Glock full-size and compacts (17, 22,
19, 23).
Holsters compatible with the new Viridian X5L will be
available for Springfield XD/XDm (not subcompact), Smith &
Wesson M&P full-size, and Glock 17/22/19/23. X5Lcompatible TacLoc’s will begin shipping soon.
WIDER CHOICES FOR TOP GUNS.
New TacLoc autolock holsters have just begun shipping to
retailers across the country. The initial TacLoc righthand
models will be joined by new models, throughout the year,
extending Viridian performance to serious shooters of all
kinds. For more information, a complete listing of products,
or to find a nearby Preferred Stocking Retailer, please visit
www.ViridianGreenLaser.com.
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ABOUT VIRIDIAN GREEN LASER SIGHTS
Viridian Green Laser Sights is the nation’s fastest growing
laser sight manufacturer. Headquartered in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, Viridian Green Laser Sights is devoted to
utilizing cutting edge laser technology to offer compact,
powerful, green lasers, for military, law enforcement, and
civilian usage. While not the original developer of green
laser technology, Viridian Green Laser Sights was the first
company to offer a compact green laser sight for use on
pistols. Viridian Green Laser Sights, and its patent pending
technology, make them the world’s leading green laser sight
manufacturer. The company prides itself on offering the
brightest and highest quality laser sights available. Viridian
Green Laser Sights are designed and built in the USA.
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